Greece is set to become Europe's favorite filming location

Bright future ahead for two nations with shared values and strong bilateral bonds.

The University of Patras maintains long-standing and fruitful collaboration with Israel institutions.

Greece offers Israel a unique Greek experience

Machas & Partners Law Firm has mastered the art of doing business with Israel

DNASequence: Advanced science meets business applications

Greece is set to become Europe’s favorite filming location

DECA Investments AIFM salutes the Abraham Accords and celebrates Greece-Israel Economic Cooperation

Ioannis Semprinou, Secretary General for International Economic Affairs, Greek Ministry of Foreign Affairs

The Chairman of EY Greece, Serafim Sotiriadis, the Founder, Chairman, CEO & Managing Partner of DINAMIKI Ltd, stands ready to assist any Israeli investor and which includes all the Israeli government’s entities.

DECA Investments AIFM salutes the Abraham Accords and celebrates Greece-Israel Economic Cooperation

The sixth annual EY Billionaires’ Index by EY Greece shows a complex and dynamic business landscape, with all eyes on Greece for its unique potential to attract top-tier investors and businesses.
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